


Introduction
Totally A Rug Pull token was founded in November 2021 by Matt Mortier and Justin “Just 
Moonshot”.   This project was created not only as a meme on rug pull tokens,  but also to help 
provide, in part, a solution. The Totally A Rug Pull token features our mascot, Rug Rug, 
destroyer of rug pulls, defender of crypto investors and is the hero of the project and memes.

In the beginning, the intention was to simply use our platform to educate investors on how to 
spot red flags in rug pull projects and also to create some fun NFTs. That being said, the crypto 
space moves at a rapid pace. Fortunately, so do we. In this RUGPAPER we will be revealing to 
you our future plans for this project.

We are both very passionate about helping others and with a combined 20 years experience in 
the crypto space, have dedicated our time this year to educating investors and potential 
investors about crypto. As the crypto space gains momentum and popularity, it is inevitable 
that the number of scams will also increase. After hearing more and more devastating stories 
of scams and losses, it became more and more obvious that this subject needs to be brought to 
light. 

Enter Rug Rug...

Totally a Rug Pull token will officially be the first Rug Pull Token on the BSC Network to never 
be rug pulled! The greatest crypto meme of 2021/2022! 
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Disclaimer
Totally A Rug Pull is a crypto currency meme token that will be low priced high supply which 
will cause volatility. We will see this token go through the ups and downs of such a market, 
however, we will always be here to support the project and our investors through the dips and 
the bear market. 

Totally A Rug Pull does not accept responsibility for any of your trading decisions or losses
occurred while investing in the TARP Token. 

As a community member, your voice is important to us!
We will be regularly communicating and forwarding ideas to the community for feedback and 
approval.

If you want to know exactly what we are up to, head over to the discord group to listen to our 
ideas and give us feedback about the token.

The DEV Wallet:
0x266423eba1a324305c62578483ae7413e5eba5fa
Donation Wallet:
0x62431931B34Ebcd944562A9D7A77AaEf84215E31
Contract Address: 
0x6C0A568a3fFb61957812fb3e300e4C10B708d336

https://discord.gg/GPefxkHyuh



TARP is a BEP-20 token found on the BSC Smartchain Network. Original liquidity will be or has 
been locked in Pancake Swap as a starting point. 

Tokenomics

1% Burn
1% Redistribution (Reflections)
1% Dev Wallet
1% Liquidity 

Why a Dev Wallet?

The contributions to the Dev wallet will help support the project with future listings, marketing, 
and other areas of the growing project.  If at any point the DEV wallet is getting too large, we will 
take the tokens and move them into liquidity helping support the project even more.

What happens if we need to take funds from the DEV Wallet?

The community will be consulted about our plans before taking funds from the DEV wallet. 
We will let you know what we are doing and why we are doing it. Running a project costs a lot 
of money and this allows us the flexibility to add liquidity, take care of listings as well as pay for 
ongoing costs of the project.

Each transaction is taxed at 4%. Eg. if you buy 100 TARP tokens you will receive 96 TARP tokens 
in your wallet. That 4% is broken up as listed above in the Tokenomics.
 
We have also added protections for our fair launch and bot buys (Front Runs) where a bot buys 
and sells seconds after after changing the price with their original buy.

What is the total supply of TARP TOKEN?

1 Trillion Tokens Total (1,000,000,000,000)

TARP is a deflationary token and no future tokens can be minted.
This means that over time the “Circulating Supply” will reduce due to the burn mechanism in 
the contract.

About The Token



The Problem
In 2021 we saw a large increase of Rug Pull tokens with the adoption of smart contracts. Al-
though red flags can be spotted in contract codes as well as through research, we also realize that 
not everyone in the DEFI Crypto space has the technical ability to do so.

This year we have seen the rise and fall of such tokens as Save The Kids, The Squid Game Token, 
Tsuzuki Inu Token and many others.

Each one of these tokens listed above were rug pulled in a different way, but each one had it’s red 
flags if you were watching the contract.

Our Plan
First up on our to-do list is to create and upload video content to our platform teaching others 
how to spot red flags. For those who are technically able but unsure of what to look for can begin 
learning to spot these signs of risk by reviewing this content.

As TARP progresses we will be adding a contract reader program to our website to help with as-
sessing token contracts for risk. Once entering a token contract address, this program will search 
that contract code, look for red flags, calculate the total % held in the top 10 wallets and track 
known DEV and Marketing wallets in the code. After the analysis, the token contract will be 
assigned a TARP Score result reflecting the safety of that contract. This software will help 
everyday investors in doing their research before investing into a project.



The Rug Map
Our plan is to fair launch the token in December of 2021, finish building out the website and 
NFT MarketPlace and start development on the contract reader.

As the project grows we will of course look into exchange listings to help support the token’s 
volume.

As we consult the community we will add to the road map and start setting goals.

Until then our road map is a work in progress.

Community Info
Discord: 
https://discord.gg/GPefxkHyuh

Twitter:
https://www.twitter.com/totallyarugpull

Matt’s Email: matt@totallyarugpull.com

Justin’s Email: justin@totallyarugpull.com


